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Thanksgiving is coming soon (we’ll talk about that next week), which
means that right now, you are probably seeing and hearing
advertisements everywhere for Black Friday sales events. Black Friday
is the day after Thanksgiving, and it is the busiest, craziest day of the
year for shopping in the United States.

Black Friday is the day when many people start shopping for
Christmas presents, and since most people have a long weekend for
Thanksgiving, everyone has free time to go shopping that day. All the
stores compete for customers on Black Friday, so they all have special
prices and deals (low prices). In the TV and radio commercials, you
have probably heard some special words that explain these deals,
but you might not know what they mean. Here is a guide to some of
the words you hear and see in Black Friday advertisements.

BOGO – Buy one, get one. Sometimes, if you buy one thing, you can
get another one for free. If an ad says BOGO 50% off, that means that
if you buy one, you can get a second one at half price.

Cyber Monday – the Monday after Thanksgiving. When the weekend
is finished and people go back to work, stores want to continue
making money, so they sell things on their websites. Cyber Monday is
the biggest online shopping day of the year. It’s the day when people
spend the most money shopping online.
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cyber sale – low prices only available online. You must buy things from
a store’s website to get cyber sale prices. The prices are higher in the
stores.

doorbuster deal/doorbuster savings/early bird specials – low prices
for people who shop early. If a store opens at 8:00 a.m., the store
might have extra-low prices until 9:00 a.m. These low prices early in
the morning are doorbuster deals. Listen to commercials closely to
find out the hours when you can get these low prices.

exclusions – things that do NOT have a lower price while other things
do. Some ads say things like, “40-60% off everything in the store!! Some

exclusions apply.” This means that some things are not on sale even though
everything else in the store is.

lay-away – the process of paying for something little by little while the
store keeps it. If you buy something with credit, you take it home
immediately and pay for it later. If you put something on lay-away,
the store keeps it until you pay for it completely. When you have paid
100% of the price, you take it home. Not all stores do lay-away. You
should ask if you want to buy something expensive.

limited quantities – not enough for everybody. The new PlayStation 4
came out on Friday, and they were all gone from every store before
the day was done because quantities were limited. Sometimes stores
will give you a free gift when you spend a certain amount of money,
but they don’t have enough gifts for everyone, so when all the gifts
are gone, you can’t get one no matter how much money you spend.

night owl deals/specials – low prices for people who shop late. Stores
want to have shoppers shopping all the time, but they know that
people are tired after work and just want to go home. They have
night owl deals so that people have a good reason to go shopping
late at night when they’re tired and just want to go to bed. Listen to
commercials closely to find out the hours when you can get these low
prices.

price match – Stores will sell something to you at a lower price if you
can prove that another store is selling it for the lower price. If you see
a toy at Wal-Mart for $50, but you get an ad in the mail from Target
that says the same toy is $45, you can take the ad to Wal-Mart, and
they will sell you that toy for $45. They are matching Target’s price.
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← Count vs. Non-Count Nouns Can You Start a Sentence with
Because? →

rain check – buying something at a lower price after the sale has
ended. Let’s say you want to buy a toy for your son. You see an ad
that says the toy is on sale. Normally, it costs $50, but this week only, it
costs $35. You are excited. You go to the store, but they don’t have
the toy because other people have already bought them all. They
had limited quantities of the toy, and now they are sold out, and the
store won’t have any more of that toy until next week (after the sale is
over). Ask if you can have a rain check. A rain check is a note from
the store’s manager that gives you permission to buy something at
the sale price after the sale is over. You can go back to the store next
week and buy the toy for $35. Many stores, especially during Black
Friday sales, will not give you a rain check.

red dot clearance – low prices on items with a red circle. Sometimes,
a store needs to sell all of an item to make room for something new.
They will sell these items at a very low price because they want
people to buy all of them. This is a clearance sale. They might put a
colored sticker on the clearance items so you know which ones they
are. Usually this sticker is red, but sometimes a store will have different
colored stickers for different discounts. Maybe a blue sticker means
30% off. Maybe a green sticker means 40% off. Maybe a red sticker
means 75% off. Each store is different, but there are usually signs that
explain the different colors.

sold out – The store has sold all of something. There are no more.

steal – a very good deal (a very low price). Normally, “steal” is a verb
that means to take something that is not yours. In this case, a steal is a
deal that is so good, a price that is so low, that it feels like you are
stealing it (but you aren’t). If you buy a new, 40-inch, flat-screen TV
that works perfectly for $75, that is a steal.
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